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InterSystems Developers in Japanese!
Hi Developers!

Now it's time for all Japanese speaking users of our community! 

We're pleased to announce the official start of the Japanese InterSystems Developer Community!

 

And let me introduce you @Minoru Horita and @Toshihiko Minamoto from InterSystems Japan as managers of the
InterSystems Developer Community in Japanese!

Here are the main points you need to know:

➡� You can switch between sites using language buttons in the top right corner:
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If you know Japanese, it's great that you can contribute articles, make discussions, ask and answer questions
about InterSystems Data Platforms now in Japanese too!

Also!

➡� You can use JP Language Switcher ‒ the option to switch to the Japanese version of the article.  

Also!

➡� If you posted an article in English it could be translated by anyone in Japanese and will be helpful for even
more people! 

Everyone is able now to add a translation to an article on the Developer Community. If you want to add a
translation, request author's permission on the articles page in a Translation tab or if you already have a translation
of the post, just provide the URL there:
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If the author grants the request, you are able to publish the translation with your name on the Japanese Community
site. 

If you are an author, you'll receive an email notification of a request from a particular DC member. It's your decision
whether to grant it.

If you want to translate your own article, request permission from yourself and grant it.

➡� The same thing works for the Japanese Community site ‒ you can translate the Japanese article in English.
Be sure, you know both languages well!

So!

Don't hesitate to provide your feedback on how to make the Japanese InterSystems Community better!

Welcome to the Japanese InterSystems Developer Community! �

And stay tuned!
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